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Industrial Conveyors 

Material and Bottles Ordinary & Storage Conveying system 

 

 
 

U form storage conveying 
system 

 

 
 

Hopper conveyor with reservoir 

 

 
 

Storage conveying system 

 

 
The wide width Conveyor equipped with drier fan 

 

 
Wide width Conveyor with modular chain 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
      Bottle conveyor  &   Conveyor equipped with table  

 
Widder Industrial group’s 
packaging / Bottled up 
machinery is the result of 
practical experience, following of 
unique, specific & special rolls 
and industrial standards and also 
using of non-stop R&D policy in 
manufacturing of updated, tough 
& high performance machinery.  
Widder Ind’l. Group Conveyor is 
a combination of a stainless steel 
body, one or more stainless steel 
/acetyl resin chains or PVC 
laminated belt which equipped 
with Appropriate driving system 
all has been mounted on 
Stainless steel bases hank with 
strong ABS fittings. 
Main Features: 
The conveyor chain moves  
smoothly under polling pressure 
of driving system on Z bands 
which have been mounted in 
both sides of conveyor body and 
pass return path under conveyor 
as well. 
Chain width defers in 
conjunction of conveyor usage 
from 80mm up to 400mm.  
The conveyor driving system is a 
combination of appropriate 
electromotor which equipped 
directly with a reducing unit. 
-The conveyor has been 
mounted on stainless steel bases 
which hank with strong ABS 
fittings. 
The bases have been equipped 
with horizontal bipods and 
related level compatible and 
height adjustable base plates. 
-The guide system is included 
two stainless steel rods or one 
shadow line sheet which has 
been installed on both sides of 
conveyor body by using 
adjustable ABS fittings. 
- The conveyor body has been 
enforced by tick stainless steel 
plates where driving system has 
been installed. 

Container Storage round desk system 
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